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Text is… 
●  Accessible 
●  Versatile 
●  Easy to scale 
●  Characterful 



“Reverse primary thrust, Marvin, that’s what 
they say to me.”, “Open airlock number 
three, Marvin.”, “Marvin, can you pick up 
that piece of paper?" Here I am, brain the 
size of a planet, and they ask me if I can 
pick up a piece of paper.  

Of course, I’m quite used to being humiliated. 
I can even go and stick my head in a 
bucket of water if you’d like. I mean, if 
that’s what you really want.  

Would you like me to stick my head in a 
bucket of water? I’ve got one ready. Hold 
on a minute.” - The Hitch-hiker’s Guide to the Galaxy,  

Douglas Adams 



Frankenstein, Dave Morris 
(2012) 



…none of you read it 

●  More text ⇒ less reading 

●  Luckily, though, everyone reads choices 



Choices  



Choices 
provide 
pacing 

Sorcery! Frankenstein 



The Hitch-
Hiker’s Guide to 
the Galaxy, 
Douglas Adams 
and Steve 
Meretzky 



Choices 
can 

escalate 



Choices 
can 

escalate 





Escalating choices provide agency 

Player’s 
view 



Author’s 
view 

Escalating choices provide sufficient agency 



Scale 
●  Sorcery! 
●  3,442 sections 
●  2,618 choices 

●  Sorcery! 2 
●  11,523 sections 
●  8,969 choices 



Authoring format 



Basic ink 



“Microchunked” 



Reflowing 



Callbacks 



“Weave” 



“Hub” 



Ink 
●  Optimised for humans and redrafting 
●  Fast to type, scan and reflow 

●  Low cost of logic, especially for “history” 
●  Mix and match of flow structures 
●  But also 
●  Flow control – if and switch blocks 
●  Fully featured logic – variables, subroutines, 

functions, mathematics 



Branching 



“But, like, do my choices really matter?” 

●  At time of outcome? – callback 
●  At time of choice? – UI indicator? 
●  …Both of these require player trust first 



Sorcery! (2013) 

Maps 



80 DAYS (2014) 

Maps 



Maps prove branching 
●  Visible cause-and-effect 
●  Visible unexplored content 
●  Medium-term strategy 
●  …Basically, it’s a pretty flow-chart 
●  Creates expectation of branching 



Resources 



Resources 
●  Easy way to provide consequence 
●  Items can be “worked in” 
●  Resource UI contextualises narrative 



Character 



Simplest +/- model  

I felt… 

happy - 1 

happy + 1 

angry 

calm 

happy < -3? 
…and 

stormed 
out 

… but/and 
stayed put  

happy >= -2? 



Simplest +/- model … fails 

I felt… 

happy - 1 

happy + 1 

angry 

calm 

happy < ??? 
…and 

stormed 
out 

… but/and 
stayed put  

happy >= ??? 

“How unhappy is unhappy?” 



Character tracking in a branching environment 

•  Internally, each stat is stored as two numbers 
which only ever increase 

tension = (tension-up, tension-down)!

•  We record which kind of action the player took 
raise(tension) => tension-up++!

lower(tension) => tension-down++!

•  We query “what %age of actions were y?”  
high(tension) = (tension-up / (tension-up + tension-down)) > 0.9!
up(tension) = (tension-up / (tension-up + tension-down)) > 0.7!
low(tension) = (tension-up / (tension-up + tension-down)) < 0.3!

down(tension) = (tension-up/ (tension-up + tension-down)) > 0.1!



●  Details of character system are black-boxed 
●  Writer has two actions 

~ raise(tension), ~lower(tension)!

●  …and four queries 
high(tension) up(tension), !
down(tension), low(tension)!

Character tracking in a branching environment 



●  Consequences: 
●  No balancing required 
●  Game is “scattered” with stat changes 
●  Self-stabilises: individual choices have less impact 
●  All story outcomes are possible 

●  “Cons”: 
●  Pretty hard to communicate to the player 
●  Basically impossible to min-max 

Character tracking in a branching environment 



Skill = adroitness, competence, ability        Style = extroversion, pizzazz, flair 



Plot Explosion 



Avoiding Explosions 
●  Different routes to same result 

●  Shift the focus / sleight-of-hand 

●  Coerce the player 
●  Nested options so the “forcing” is hidden  
●  Use another character 
●  Blatant clues! 

●  … ultimately, gamers like explosions 



From Scene to Story 



Basic Loop 

City Content Journey Choice Journey Content 
Market (optional) Fogg / NPC (optional) 



Revised Loop 

City Content (opt) Journey Choice Journey Content 
Market (optional) Fogg / NPC (opt) 



Conclusions, or wot we think 



●  Meaningful choices 
●  … don’t have to be big… 
●  … they can be simple and stack remorselessly 

●  Branching 
●  …do it, and prove it! 

●  Game below, story above 
●  Reflect the game state in the story 

●  Authoring formats should enable humans 



Thanks for listening! 
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